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Where were you?

911 Remembered



We arrived into Newark Liberty Airport on October 7, 2001 to a police escort and a terminal 
which was eerily empty.  That day, the US took military action against Afghanistan. Our 

police escort was a sign of the heightened awareness of a vulnerability that was only beginning to 
register in the minds of myself and other team members.
I was a member of the Alaska Incident Management Team 
acting in an operational capacity, but told to “remain flex-
ible and be helpful”. We were mobilized to the World 
Trade Center Attack, bringing the Incident Com-
mand System (ICS) as a means of organization, to 
assist FDNY and other responders. 
The first two days were filled with safety briefings 
and security clearances.  Day three, four of us re-
ported to Ground Zero. We walked in awe at the 
magnitude of destruction and evidence which 
captured the moment in time; a windowless do-
nut shop with dough remaining in a lifeless fryer; 
dangling phone cord from a windowless office in 
Tower 6, computer screen monitor standing promi-
nently with family picture and coffee cup beside it 
on the desk; remains of several towers, jagged metal 
reaching in all directions.
We were tasked with creating a database to record all items 
removed from the “site.”. At the time of our arrival, these items 
were documented in coveted leather bound notebooks. Utilizing Gar-
min GPS devices, we developed a system where responders could capture the  
exact location of the recovered item. The item could then be recorded in a data-
base system, along with other pertinent information as part of telling the story 
surrounding the events of that day. Documented, the item would then be taken 
to the morgue behind the trailer we established as our office, or the Fresh Kills 
landfill (named after an estuary on Staten Island).
In the 36 days we were on this assignment, we experienced a New York much 
different from the days prior to September 11, 2001. We developed friendships 
through the story telling that occurred and shared moments of grieving with 
those who experienced loss. We were reminded that the skyline of the city was 
changed forever, a dramatic acknowledgement for many. 
As I walked off the “site” after my last shift, three pink, pastry filled boxes in my 
hands (gifts from my new FDNY friends), I was overcome with a feeling of gratitude 
for the humanness we are opened to and share, when experiencing adversity and trag-
edy. These bonds we develop, assist us through the healing process, and remind us of the 
strength we posses as Americans, as people.

Responders sifting through unimaginable debris piles at G
round Zero.

Kelly Kane, Fire Operations, Rocky Mountain Region
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On 9/11 I went to work….just like any other day.  I was there probably 15 minutes when some said “did you see the news?”  
I walked into the conference room where the TV was and saw one of the towers burning and reports of a plane hitting the building.  My 

thought was “what a freak accident.”  A few minutes later the second plane struck, and I knew 
what was happening.  We had to go to a Zone planning meeting that day, it was a long and somber 
drive.  No one could focus, and the meeting was cut short.  I called my National Guard to ask what 
was happening, they did not know either. 
I went home and learned my brother; a Captain with American Airlines was flying.  He was based 
in New York.  He was on final approach to JFK when he saw the first plane hit.  He later told me 
“ I thought they were filming a movie.”  
Another brother was an EMT/Firefighter in my home state of New Jersey.  He went to “Ground 
Zero” to help with the rescue.  That was the last time he did that.  Shortly after his experience he 
left the fire service for another Township job.  Twenty years of fires, and accidents  did not compare 
to what he saw that week.  He still has trouble talking about it.  
In 2004 my National Guard unit was mobilized for Operation Enduring Freedom, part of the 
Global War on Terror.  I was assigned to detainee operations at Guantanamo Bay where I saw the 
face of the people that wanted to do us harm every day.   For 23 years I have been on the front lines, 
in Iraq, Afghanistan and even here at home helping to keep our borders safe.  
The question is what has changed for me since that day.  The answer is everything, and nothing at 
the same time. My resolve to defend my family, my neighbors, and my nation has never faltered.  
9/11 has allowed me to serve with and lead the new “greatest generation” of  young men and woman  
whose trial was not a great depression, but single family parents,  the internet,   X-box, YouTube and Facebook.   We will see these former military 
members begin to work here at the Forest Service. If you look past the tattoos, or propensity for  texting instead of talking; you will see the new 
America. An American I am proud to serve, in any uniform.- Steve Segin, Public Information Officer, Rocky Mountain Regional Office 

On 9/11/01 I was working as an Environmental Education Assistant seasonal for the Forest Service on Land Between the Lakes, NRA at an overnight 
educational facility.  On that particular morning I conducted an education program on adaptations.  While conducting the program I noticed the teach-

ers, who were in the back of the room, looked upset.  I thought I was just bombing the program, even though the kids were engaged and having fun.  After 
the program the teachers took the children aside and one of the teachers approached me, I assumed to tell me how poorly I had done.  But to my surprise she 
informed me about the first plane hitting the World Trade Center.  I was in shock; it took a moment for it to sink in.  I then met up with the rest of the staff and 
turned on the AM/FM radio, being a seasonal I didn’t have computer or internet access.  I listened to the radio as much as I could throughout the day trying to 
comprehend what was happening.  As I listened to the radio I was clinging to the descriptions of what had happened throughout the day as I didn’t have access 
to TV either.  I thought of how accustom we are as a nation to have that visual image of news footage on TV and the internet.  I imagined that this is what it 
was like for previous generations when world altering events happened, clinging to the radio for any and all information.  Amanda Walker, Ouray Ranger 
District Recreation Staff (acting), Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forest



CNN .com archival reports for October 1, 2001 say that more than 100 members of  

Congress visited Ground Zero in the backdrop of a chilly, gray weather day 

in New York City. The U.K.’s BBC News headlines decried reports of financial ties and a 

‘cash link’ between Bin Laden and the 11 September Hijackers.  

Also that day, Michael (Mike) Erk landed near the Hudson River in New Jersey,  

deployed with a Type 1 federal team with orders to serve as a Single Resource Division 

Supervisor at Ground Zero. Mike was a long way from his ‘day job’. Mike served 21 

days as a night shift supervisor for one of only four Command Centers supply caches 

near Ground Zero, distributing hard hats, gloves, and supplies to workers, along with 

occasional rain gear and body bags. Crews no longer found victims alive; but many 

bodies remained, deserving to be found.  Mike’s duties placed him near the main  

entrance into Ground Zero; sentinel too often of vehicles exiting with fatalities.  “I was 

humbled to be one of the many to honor them as they left,” he said. “Firemen, police 

and rescuers stood at attention along both sides of the road, and saluted each victim 

as the ambulance or hearse rolled out.” Mike was also awed by ‘Building 6’ which sat 

next to what had been the Twin Towers.  “The whole side of the building that faced the 

Towers, and faced our cache from across the street, was real beat-up and damaged.  But 

it remained standing.  Force of the explosion had blown all the windows out,” he said,  

“But it looked strange, because we could see right into where the windows had been.  

You could still see the offices, and it was weird that some were still intact - desks, com-

puters and stuff were all still there – like someone would just walk in and go to work.”  

Mike Erk, Rangeland Specialist 
Fall River Ranger District

by Cyd Jansen 
Nebraska National Forests and Grasslands  

Above: Mike Erk with Port Authority officials in the supply cache;  
left: Mike Erk along the Ohio River 



located on the corner across from the Towers, Station 10 
was the only station located at Ground Zero. 

Ground Zero



 
September 11, 2001.  I was living in New Castle, Colorado and working 

as the Deputy Forest Supervisor on the White River National Forest.  It was 

a school day like every other school day and I was driving  my son Will to 

middle school.  The car’s radio was on and as I drove up to Will’s school the 

first reports started coming in from New York.  At first I flashed back on Or-

son Well’s “War of the Worlds” fictitious radio broadcast that created panic 

across the country.  The reports couldn’t be true.  In the back of my mind, 

I knew they were true and I was struck by the anxious, helpless reaction I 

was experiencing. 

After dropping off Will, I headed back to my house instead of to work to 

see what was being reported on TV.  When I turned the TV on they were 

broadcasting pictures of the first tower on fire.  Then I saw the pictures 

of the second plane crashing into the other tower.  I was speechless, 

anxious and feeling helpless, so  I called my wife to tell her what was 

happening.  She was working for a local architect and had already 

seen some of the pictures at her office.  

After that not much got done that day at the office as the few 

people who showed up for work were glued to the TV and 

following the events as they unfolded.

Ten years later I reflect back on that day and remember 

talking to friends in the WO who saw the plane crash into the Penta-

gon from the 5th floor meeting room.  They said it shook the whole Yates 

building.  I have travelled to Washington, D.C. many times since that day 

and I have never felt safe in our nation’s Capital.  I remember attending 

a hearing in the Hart building on Capitol Hill several years ago when the 

building was completely evacuated because someone left a brief case 

unattended in the hallway when they went to the bathroom.  It was just a 

briefcase!..... the die has been cast.

Stephen Sherwood 
Director of Recreation 
Rocky Mountain Region


